Abstract. In this paper, we obtain a couple of weak convergence results for nonself nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mappings. Our first result is for the Banach spaces satisfying Opial condition and the second for those whose dual satisfies the Kadec-Klee property.
Introduction
Throughout this paper, N denotes the set of all positive integers. Let E be a real Banach space and C a nonempty subset of E. Let T : C Ñ C be a mapping then F pT q denotes the set of fixed points of T , I denotes the identity mapping. A self mapping T : C Ñ C is called asymptotically nonexpansive if for a sequence tk n u Ă r1, 8q with lim nÑ8 k n " 1, we have }T n x´T n y} ≤ k n }x´y} for all x, y P C and n P N. Also T is called uniformly L-Lipschitzian if for some L ą 0, }T n x´T n y} ≤ L}x´y} for all n P N and all x, y P C.
Fix a sequence ta n u Ă r0, 8q with lim nÑ8 a n " 0, then according to Agarwal et al. [1] , T is said to be nearly Lipschitzian with respect to ta n u if for each n P N, there exist constants k n ≥ 0, such that }T n x´T n y} ≤ k n p}x´y}`a n q for all x, y P C. The infimum of constants k n for which the above inequality holds is denoted by ηpT n q and is called nearly Lipschitz constant.
A nearly Lipschitzian mapping T with sequence ta n , ηpT n qu is said to be nearly asymptotically nonexpansive if ηpT n q ≥ 1 for all n P N and lim nÑ8 ηpT n q " 1, and nearly uniformly k-Lipschitzian if ηpT n q ≤ k for all n P N.
A subset C of E is called a retract of E if there exists a continuous map P : E Ñ C such that P x " x for all x P C. Every closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space is a retract. A map P : E Ñ E is said to be a retraction if P 2 " P. It follows that if P is a retraction then P y " y for all y in the range of P.
Chidume et al. [2] defined nonself asymptotically nonexpansive mappings as follows: Let P : E Ñ C be a nonexpansive retraction of E into C. A nonself mapping T : C Ñ E is called asymptotically nonexpansive if for a sequence tk n u Ă r1, 8q with lim nÑ8 k n " 1, we have }T pP T q n´1 xT pP T q n´1 y} ≤ k n }x´y} for all x, y P C and n P N. Also T is called uniformly k-Lipschitzian if for some k ą 0, }T pP T q n´1 x´T pP T q n´1 y} ≤ k}x´y} for all n P N and all x, y P C.
In the light of above, we can define the following. Fix a sequence ta n u Ă r0, 8q with lim nÑ8 a n " 0, then a nonself mapping T : C Ñ E is said to be nearly Lipschitzian with respect to ta n u if for each n P N, there exist constants k n ≥ 0, such that
for all x, y P C. The infimum of constants k n for which the above inequality holds, is denoted by ηpT pP T q n´1 q and is called nearly Lipschitz constant.
For n " 1, the above definition gives }T pP T q 1´1 x´T pP T q 1´1 y} ≤ k 1 p}x´y}`a 1 q, where we have to take a 1 as zero sequence. Thus in this case we have }T pP T q 1´1 x´T pP T q 1´1 y} ≤ k 1 }x´y}.
A nearly Lipschitzian mapping T with sequence ta n , ηpT pP T q n´1 qu is said to be nearly asymptotically nonexpansive if ηpT pP T q n´1 q ≥ 1 for all n P N and lim nÑ8 ηpT pP T q n´1 q " 1.
Recently, Agarwal et al. [1] introduced the following iteration process for nearly asymptotically nonexpansive self mappings:
where tα n u and tβ n u in p0, 1q.
Chidume et al. [2] studied the following iteration process for nonself asymptotically nonexpansive mappings:
Incorporating the above two, we get the following:
We intend to prove some results using this process for nearly asymptotically nonexpansive nonself mappings. For this we need the following lemmas. Lemma 1. [8] Suppose that E is a uniformly convex Banach space and 0 ă p ≤ t n ≤ q ă 1 for all n P N. Also suppose that tx n u and ty n u are two sequences of E such that lim sup nÑ8 }x n } ≤ r, lim sup nÑ8 }y n } ≤ r and lim nÑ8 }t n x n`p 1´t n qy n } " r hold for some r ≥ 0. Then lim nÑ8 }x n´yn } " 0.
Lemma 2.
[6] If tr n u, tt n u and ts n u are sequences of nonnegative real numbers such that r n`1 ≤ p1`t n q r n`sn , ř 8 n"1 t n ă 8 and
Recall that a Banach space E is said to satisfy the Kadec-Klee property if for every sequence tx n u in E converging weakly to x together with }x n } converging strongly to }x} imply tx n u converges strongly to x. Uniformly convex Banach spaces and Banach spaces of finite dimension are some of the examples of reflexive Banach spaces which satisfy the Kadec-Klee property. Let ω w ptx n uq denote the set of all weak subsequential limits of a bounded sequence tx n u in E. Then the followings can be found in Falset et al. [3] .
Let E be a uniformly convex Banach space such that its dual E˚satisfies the Kadec-Klee property. Assume that tx n u is a bounded sequence such that lim nÑ8 }tx n`p 1´tqp 1´p2 } exists for all t P r0, 1s and for all p 1 , p 2 P ω w ptx n uq. Then ω w ptx n uq is a singleton.
Lemma 4. [3]
Let C be a convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space. Then there is a strictly increasing and continuous convex function g : r0, 8q Ñ r0, 8q with gp0q " 0 such that for every Lipschitzian map U : C Ñ C with Lipschitz constant L ≥ 1, the following inequality holds:
for all x, y P C and t P r0, 1s.
Main result
Lemma 5. Let E be a uniformly convex Banach space and let C be its closed and convex subset. Let P : E Ñ C be a nonexpansive retraction of E into C and T : C Ñ E be a nearly asymptotically nonexpansive nonself mapping with a sequence a n, ηpT pP T q n´1 q ( such that ř 8 n"1 a n ă 8 and ř 8 n"1`η pT pP T q n´1 q´1˘ă 8. Define a sequence tx n u in C as in p1.3q , where tα n u, tβ n u are in rε, 1´εs for all n P N and for some ε in p0, 1q. If F pT q ‰ ∅, and q P F pT q then piq lim nÑ8 }x n´q }exists and piiq lim nÑ8 }x n´T x n } " 0.
Proof. Let q be a fixed point of T . For the sake of simplicity, set
Then y n " A n x n and x n`1 " S n x n . Moreover, it is clear that q is a fixed point of S n for all n. Let η " sup nPN ηpT pP T q n´1 q. Consider
x´y}`β n a n η`T pP T q n´1˘.
Choosing x " x n and y " q, we get
Next consider,
n´1 qp1´α n q p}x´y}`a n q α n ηpT pP T q n´1 q p}A n x´A n y}`a n q " ηpT pP T q n´1 qrp1´α n q}x´y}`p1´α n qa ǹ α n }A n x´A n y}`α n a n s. Now using p2.1q , we get }S n x´S n y} ≤ ηpT pP T q n´1 qrp1´α n q}x´y} a n`αn t`1´β n qηpT pP T q n´1˘} x´y} β n ηpT pP T q n´1 qp}x´y}`a n qus ≤ ηpT pP T q n´1 qrp1´α n qηpT pP T q n´1 q}x´y}`a ǹ α n t`1´β n qηpT pP T q n´1˘} x´y} β n ηpT pP T q n´1 qp}x´y}`a n qus
where c n "`ηpT pP T q n´1 q˘2 and b n " ηpη`1qa n . Clearly, ř 8 n"1 pc n´1 q ă 8 and ř 8 n"1 b n ă 8. Choosing x " x n and y " q in the calculations done above, we get
Applying Lemma 2, lim nÑ8 }x n´p } exists for all p P F pT q . This proves piq. Now we prove piiq. Let lim nÑ8 }x n´p } " c. Then c ą 0 otherwise there is nothing to prove. Now (2.2) implies that
Also
}T pP T q n´1 x n´q } ≤ ηpT pP T q n´1 q p}x n´q }`a n q , for all n = 1, 2,. . . , so
}T pP T q n´1 x n´q } ≤ c.
Next,
}T pP T q n´1 y n´q } ≤ ηpT pP T q n´1 q p}y n´q }`a n q gives by virtue of (2.3) that lim sup nÑ8 }T pP T q n´1 y n´q } ≤ c.
Moreover, c " lim nÑ8 }x n`1´q } means that
rp1´α n q c`α n cs " c.
Thus (2.5) lim
nÑ8 } p1´α n q pT pP T q n´1 x n´q q`α n`T pP T q n´1 y n´q˘} " c.
Applying Lemma 1,
n´1 q p}y n´q }`a n q .
Taking lim inf on both sides, we get
By (2.3) and (2.8), we obtain (2.9) lim nÑ8 }y n´q } " c.
On the lines similar to (2.5), we can prove that lim nÑ8 } p1´β n q px n´q qβ n`T pP T q n´1 x n´q˘} " c.
Again by Lemma 1, we get
Also note that }x n`1´xn } "
Finally, we make use of the fact that every nearly asymptotically nonexpansive mapping is nearly k-Lipschitzian combined with (2.10), (2.12) and p2.13q to reach at
}x n´T x n } " 0.
Lemma 6. Under the conditions of Lemma 5 and for any p 1, p 2 P F pT q, lim nÑ8 }tx n`p 1´tqp 1´p2 } exists for all t P r0, 1s.
Proof. By Lemma 5, lim nÑ8 }x n´p } exists for all p P F pT q and therefore tx n u is bounded. Thus there exists a real number r ą 0 such that tx n u Ď D " B r p0q X C, so that D is a closed convex nonempty subset of C. Put
for all t P r0, 1s. Then lim nÑ8 u n p0q " }p 1´p2 } and lim nÑ8 u n p1q " lim nÑ8 }x n´p2 } exist. Let t P p0, 1q. Define S n : D Ñ D by:
A n x " P`p1´β n q x`β n T pP T q n´1 x˘.
Then it follows that S n x n " x n`1 , S n p " p for all p P F pT q and, as shown before, }S n x´S n y} ≤ c n }x´y}`b n for all x, y P D. Set R n,m " S n`m´1 S n`m´2 ...S n, m ≥ 1 and v n,m " }R n,m ptx n`p 1´tqp 1´p tR n,m x n`p 1´tqp 1 q} .
Then R n,m x n " x n`m and R n,m p " p for all p P F pT q . Also }R n,m x´R n,m y} ≤ }S n`m´1 S n`m´2 ...S n x´S n`m´1 S n`m´2 ...S n y} ≤ c n`m´1 }S n`m´2 ...S n x´S n`m´2 ...S n y}`b n`m´1 ≤ c n`m´1 c n`m´2 }S n`m´3 ...S n x´S n`m´3 ...S n y} b n`m´2`bn`m´1 . . .
Applying Lemma 4 with x " x n , y " p 1 , U " R n,m and using the facts that ř 8 k"1 pc n´1 q ă 8 and lim nÑ8 }x n´p } exists for all p P F, we obtain v n,m Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8 and for all m ≥ 1.
Finally, from the inequality
That is, lim sup
Hence lim nÑ8 }tx n`p 1´tqp 1´p2 } exists for all t P r0, 1s.
Recall that a Banach space E satisfies Opial condition [5] if for any sequence tx n u in E, x n á x implies that lim sup nÑ8 }x n´x } ă lim sup nÑ8 }x n´y } for all y P E with y ‰ x. Examples of Banach spaces satisfying this condition are Hilbert spaces and all spaces l p p1 ă p ă 8q, whereas L p r0, 2πs with 1 ă p ‰ 2 fail to satisfy Opial's condition.
We now give our weak convergence theorems. Our first theorem deals with the spaces satisfying Opial condition. Theorem 1. Let E be a uniformly convex Banach space satisfying the Opial's condition and C, T and tx n u be as taken in Lemma 5. If F pT q ‰ φ, then tx n u converges weakly to a fixed point of T.
Proof. Let x˚P F pT q. Then as proved in Lemma 5, lim nÑ8 }x n´x˚} exists. Now we prove that tx n u has a unique weak subsequential limit in F pT q. To prove this, let z 1 and z 2 be weak limits of the subsequences tx n i u and tx n j u of tx n u, respectively. By Lemma 5, lim nÑ8 }x n´T x n } " 0 and I´T is demiclosed with respect to zero, therefore we obtain T z 1 " z 1 . Similarly, T z 2 " z 2. Next, we prove the uniqueness. For this suppose that z 1 ‰ z 2 , then by the Opial's condition
This is a contradiction. Hence tx n u converges weakly to a point in F pT q.
Let us note at this point that there exist uniformly convex Banach spaces which do not satisfy the Opial condition but their duals do have the KKproperty.
Example 1. pExample 3.1, [3] q Let us take X 1 " R 2 with the norm denoted by |x| " b }x 1 } 2`} x 2 } 2 and X 2 " L p r0, 1s with 1 ă p ă 8 and p ‰ 2. The Cartesian product of X 1 and X 2 furnished with the l 2 -norm is uniformly convex, it does not satisfy the Opial condition but its dual does have the KK-property.
Now we prove a weak convergence theorem for the spaces whose dual have KK-property. Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Lemma 5 with an additional assumption that dual E˚of E satisfies Kadec-Klee property and I´T is demiclosed at 0, tx n u converges weakly to a fixed point of T.
Proof. By the boundedness of tx n u and reflexivity of E, we have a subsequence tx n i u of tx n u that converges weakly to some p in C. By Lemma 5, we have lim iÑ8 }x n i´T x n i } " 0. Now applying demiclosedness of I´T at 0, we have p P F pT q . To prove that tx n u converges weakly to p, suppose that tx n k u is another subsequence of tx n u that converges weakly to some q in C. Then p, q P W X F pT q where W is the weak limit set of tx n u. Since lim nÑ8 }tx n`p 1´tqp´q} exists for all t P r0, 1s by Lemma 6, therefore p " q by Lemma 3. Consequently, tx n u converges weakly to p P F pT q and this completes the proof.
